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Art Prints Find a New Home at TheArtMenu.com 

The Art Menu is dedicated to local artists and beautiful giclée art prints on canvas. Artists are encouraged to 
submit their portfolios of fine art. 

 
Dallas, TX – The Art Menu has recently launched their website that makes it easier than ever to 
browse, discover and purchase great giclée prints on canvas, art prints and more. 

 
The Art Menu provides a much-needed service for artists and the artistic community at large. They 
first discover exceptional creative talent originating in the local area. Through a highly selective 
process, the team then chooses artists to help publicize. The works of these artists then become 
available to the larger artistic community in the form of limited edition giclée art prints and canvas 
prints. The Art Menu's fine art on canvas lets the artist continue creating great works of art, without 
the hassle of reproducing their own canvas prints. 
 
The website offers high quality giclée art prints of original works. The fine art prints can be ordered 
in several different sizes, with or without framing. The giclée art prints assure a high level of quality 
in the reproductions. The giclée process requires the original art on canvas to be professionally 
scanned and digitized. Then with modern day technology, unique colors, details, and higher 
resolution can be transferred to the art prints on canvas. 
 
"Our website helps artists put their work out into the public eye," said Taylor Stensrud, Online 
Marketing Director at The Art Menu. "People from around the country can browse the finest artists 
and purchase unique art prints on canvas." 
 
Call to Artists 
 
The Art Menu is looking for and reviewing new artistic talent in several major markets across the 
United States. Artists that believe they may be a fit for their online art gallery should be willing to 
submit their art portfolio, artist’s resume, and artist statement for an initial review by their Advisory 
Board. Artists who wish to submit their portfolio of art can visit the call to artists page on the 
website to learn more information about the submission process. 
 
About The Art Menu  
 
The Art Menu, located in Dallas, TX, is committed to bringing the superb artistic talent found in the 
local area to the world. Taking original prints on canvas, the company produces high-quality giclée 
art prints, available for purchase in limited numbers. Visitors to website can browse these limited 
edition prints and make purchases in a secure digital environment. With shipping available around 
the US, The Art Menu takes the great art found in Dallas nationwide.  
To learn more about The Art Menu or to browse the artists' galleries, visit their website at 
http://www.theartmenu.com/.  
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